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FROM THE PROGRAM CHAIRMAN
The most important meeting of 1979 will be our January 23rd meeting!
We must concentrate our efforts in getting NPRM Number 78 - 19 set
aside. If we fail in this, our approach to Sport Flying will probably
be totally changed. This item has been covered in another section of
this newsletter. Come prepared to write your letter!
The education and entertainment portion of the January meeting will be
handled by CHRIS HEINTZ and RED MORRIS, representing ZENAIR, LTD. OF
CANADA. This is also covered in detail in another section of this
newsletter. Let's welcome them with our traditional Southern Hospitality.
The meetings for the rest of the year 1979 will be developed-based upon
your interests as exhibited in the survey taken in November. The two
subjects most requested (over 60% of those polled) were engines and
painting. We will try to satisfy these requests as soon as practical.
The February meeting will be devoted to engines. The other subjects
will be covered as soon as practical, and we will try to schedule them
in the order of their priority as indicated by the survey.
We are tentatively planning two formal Fly-ins, one in the spring and
one in the fall. The spring fly-in will be at KITTY HAWK, the date to
be decided later. Your suggestions on an appropriate airport or "grass
patch" for the fall fly-in will be appreciated.
Come to the meeting and bring your wife and guests. They are always
welcome but we especially need their support at this crucial meeting!
See you at the meeting,
Clarence Way

EAA CHAPTER 168
DAI.LAS, TEXAS

REGULAR FOURTH TUESDAY MEETING

23 JANUARY 1979

07:30 PM

SKYLINE RECREATION CENTER

CHURCH STREET AND
WHITE ROCK TRAIL

Presents

NAIR
TRl·l

LTD.
CANADA

CH300

THE CH300 IS THE NEWEST MEMBER OF THE
ZENAIR FAMILY. DESIGNED TO ACCOMODATE THREE ADULTS OR TWO PLUS TWO
CHILDREN, THE TRI-Z IS A TRUE FAMILY
AIRCRAFT.
THIS IS THE AIRCRAFT THAT 'RED" MORRIS
CHOSE FOR HIS RECORD SETTING 3000MILE
NON-STOP FLIGHT ACROSS CANADA ON
JULY 1. 1978. MODIFIED TO CARRY EXTRA
FUEL AND POWERED BY A 1 BOHPLYCOMING,
THE TRANS-CANADA 'CHALLENGER' FLEW
FAULTLESSLY FOR 22 HOURS 45 MINUTES.
THE TRI-Z FEATURES A SLIDING CANOPY
WITH EXCELLENT VISIBILITY FORWARD AND
AFT. HAS DOCILE HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS AND IS PERFECT FOR WEEKEND
CAMPING TRIPS. MANYOPTIONSAVAILABLE.
YOU CAN BUILDTHETRI-ZFROMAKITIN 1300
HOURS

-

Featuring -

CHRIS lrlEINTZ
"RED" jjMORRIS

FOR ADDITIONAL INFO
CALL

FOUNjjfR
DESIGNER

RECORD SETTING

TRANS

CANAD:4

352 - 9955
827-2357
351 -4604

PILOT

MOVIES - DISCUSSION QUESTIONS -ANSWERS

C£NAIR
ABOUT THE AIRCRAFT
ALL THREE AIRCRAFT DESIGNS IN THE
ZENAIR FAMILY COME FROM THE DRAWING
BOARD OF CHRIS HEINTZ, AN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER WHO BEGAN HIS
CAREER WITH AVIONS ROBIN IN FRANCE
WHERE HE WAS CHIEF DESIGNER. CHRIS
MOVED TO CANADA IN 1974 AND BEGAN
PRODUCING PARTS AND KITS IN HIS
GARAGE. OVER THE LAST FOUR YEARS
ZENAIR HAS GROWN INTO A PLANT WITH 11
FULL TIME EMPLOYEES AND SHIPS ONE KIT
PER WEEK TO CUSTOMERS IN 17
COUNTRIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
ALL THREE AIRCRAFT FEATURE STRAIGHTFORWARD ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION
METHODS. BLIND RIVETS ARE USED IN 96%
OF ALL BUILDING STAGES. THE PLANS AND
COMPANION CONSTRUCTION MANUAL ARE
CLEAR AND EASY TO FOLLOW. DETAILS ARE
PROVIDED ON METAL WORKING
TECHNIQUES TO ENGINE INSTALLATION.
AIRFRAME KITS ARE AVAILABLE TO HELP
THE BUILDER SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF
FINDING THE CORRECT MATERIALS. KITS
CAN ALSO CUT CONSTRUCTION TIME IN
HALF.
AN EXTENSIVE STOCK OF PARTS AND
COMPONENTS, CANOPIES, LANDING GEAR,
HARDWARE, ETC., ARE MANUFACTURED BY
ZENAIR AND ARE AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPPMENT.
ZENAIR 'S SOLE BUSINESS IS THE
MANUFACTURE OF AIRCRAFT KITS AND
PARTS FOR THE HOMEBUILDER AND
OFFERS EACH BUILDER A WIDE VARIETY OF
DESIGNS AND OPTIONS SO THAT THE
IN'JIVIDUAL CAN PERSONALIZE THEIR
AIRCRAFT.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE
ZENAIR FAMILY OF HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT
WRITE FOR OUR INFORMATION MANUAL.
THIS MANUAL DETAILS THE BUILDERS'
PROGRAM, PLANS . CONSTRUCTION
METHODS, SPECIFICATIONS ON ALL THREE
AIRCRAFT, NEWSLETTER, PRICE LISTS AND
AIRFRAME KITS.
INFORMATION MANUAL #B8 ........ $5.00

'RED'S' RECORD - TRANS-CANADA FLIGHT A SUCCESS!
Well builders. we dood it! From recent issues of the newsletter many of you knew of my efforts to
attack Canadian records for long distance flight using the robust Tri-Zenith. On I July. '78, I
accomplished my goal -- a flight from the Pacific to the Atlantic ocean, 2800 statute miles,
nonstop in 22 hrs. 43 mins. 40 secs.
It took nearly a year to put it all together. and only through the generosity and skills of Chris
Heintz and Gerry Boudreau in loaning me space in their plant and offering technical help
whenever needed was the trip possible. Building. as you all know, was not the difficult part - not
only is the construction technique made simple by using the Zenair comprehensive kit, but I had
the able assistance of young Doug Holtby who did so much of the work.
More difficult. though, was preparing the aircraft to meet government approval. Some
modification to the wing was necessary to accommodate additional tankage; some material used
required certification through testing - and you all benefit from the knowledge that spar extrusion
material exceeds aviation requirements, and the fuselage tanks. designed by Gerry, attracted
considerable official attention. All told. between Chris, Gerry and myself we were able to reassure
officialdom that the project was not a suicide mission.
If anything, my little project does prove the integrity and structural robustness of the design.
Not only would the aircraft carry and perform well with more than 800 lbs. over gross weight 2718 lbs. - but I was required to demonstrate a landing capability under the same weight. After
each of two separate landings at the over gross weight the aircraft was inspected and no evidence
of overstress at the undercarriage or the wing root was found. In fact. after 150 hours of operation
the aircraft still performs admirably.
My sponsors. Pepsi Cola of Canada. Edo-Aire. and Zenair are all pleased. Pepsi kindly
contributed financial support which permitted me to progress without having to adopt
jeopardizing shortcuts which often hamper such an operation. Edo-Aire. on the other hand,
contributed generously to equipping the Tri-Z for a full !FR flight capability. In addition to a full
complement of radio. the most practical installation for this particular flight was a Mitchell wing
leveler which eased the fuel management problem. As the outboard fuel tanks emptied on one
side. the other side was still full and made aileron control very heavy. The leveler solved this
problem on the long flight.
Zenair cannot be praised highly enough for their contribution. Not only did Zenair provide me
with building assistance but Chris' help assured trouble free passage through the bureaucratic
maze. Gerry Boudreau designed me a seat which assured me the greatest possible relief and
comfort for such a prolonged period of sitting. Furthermore. Gerry was my Crew Chief, and was
required to exercise considerable skill in fixing the last minute problems which plague any record
attempt.

OSHKOSH '78 A WARDS ...

Designers A wards:
Best TRI-Z

VISIT OUR PLANT AT
25 KING ROAD, NOBLETON, ONT.
( 416) 859-4556

nuoo

Best ZEMTH CH200

'Red' :\1orris :'.o. 3-300

Jim Merrit No. 2-033

Best MONOZ CHIO0 Jim Powell :\o. 1-268

CHRIS HEINTZ

l£~1TH

CH200
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FIXED PITCH PROP
13 TRIM CONTROL
ENGINE (85 TO 160 HP)
ii, CABIN FRAME
ELECTRIC STARTER
15 BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT
CABIN VENTILATION DUCT
16 CANOPY (HINGED ON RIGHT)
BRAKE FLUID RESERVOIR
17 OPEN CANOPY SUPPORT
FIREIIALL
IB rLAP INTER CONNECTION
RADIO COMPARTMENT
IG CABIN VENTILATION OUTLET
SPAKE HANDLE
20 FLAP CONTROL MOTOR
INSTRUMENT PANEL
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NORTH DALLAS CHAPrER 168. - EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
1979 MEMBERSHIP - RENEIAL:

(DUES STILL $6.00/YEAR)

---------------WIFE'S NAME-------------

NAME

ARF.A CODE & PHONE NO.
---------------------CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ZIP CODE_ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS

NATIONAL E.A.A. MEHBERSHIP
AIRCRAFT PROJECT - HAVE PLANS: _ _ _ _ _ _~,MPLETE_ _ NUMBER: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------%COMPLE:rE- - - - - MAKE
----------MODEL------N#---------

AIRCRAFT PROJECT - RESTORATION
OTHER AIRCRAPl' -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -CHECK NO------CASH- - - - - -

DUES PAID ON
NOTE:

ALL OF THE A:OOVE INFORMATION IS REQUIRED TO COMPILE AND PUBLISH THE MEMBERSHIP
ROSTER. A PROMPT RENERAL BEFORE 31 DEcmBER 1978 WILL BE MOST HELPFUL IN THE
PREPARATION OF THE MAIL LABELS REQUIRED FOR THE 1979 MAILING OF HANGAR ECHOES

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

MAIL TO:

E.A.A. CHAPTER 168 - MARK FOR: 1979 DUJS

31

DEC.

UNTIL

John C. Crook, Treasurer, 9923 Grove Oaks Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75217 (Phone: 214/286-6618)

API'ER 1 JAN. 1979

OSHKOSH 1979

E.A.A. - 1979
Housing Reservation Request
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
July 28 - August 4
Now is the time for those chapter members who want to stay together in the
dorms to make their reservations. Last year we were all on the same floor
of Gruenhagen Hall.
fill out the attached form and send or give to Jim Rushing by January 26.

All checks should be made payable to the University of 1:!isconsin - Oshkoc;h.
_(

Last Name

First

M. I.

Arrival Date

Street Address

City

1978

Richard M. Johnson, Treasurer, 3815 Weeburn Dr.
Dallas, Texas 75229 (Phone: 214/352-1500)

State

Departure Date

Zip

Double Room
Type of accommodations desired: - -Single ~oom
Send Reservation Request and $5.00 per person deposit to:
Chapter 168 Housing
J. F. Rushing
Rt. l , Box 107

Allen, Texas 75002

PHONE: Res. 214/727-5630
Bus. 214/996-}898.
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HANGAR IDHO!S
WHAT THE FAA PROPOSES

· While invoktng safety as a cause and citing the Sdn Diego mid--ai.t· .:.>:,1_L;,-:,ion

p~s~_ •... :-·1-,1.;.H19

as a stimulus, the Federal Aviat.1.on Ad.ministration has i,s::;ucd a.
for radical extensions of Positive Control of
I

u. s.

airspace,

i:H1'.;i.:.:a.I'l·i:. ,:r,:,lr

plan calls for:
1.

With an operational directive FAA has added 80 new •1·er.m;_11.,<1

1:-:0

d,

Service Areas (TRSA's) to the 86 that already ex'lst
or appeal on this ..
2.

In the first of two Net ices cf Proposed Rule Mctking, the FAA .:. , ...0.,0.,.

,.,'.--~

44 new Terminal Control Areas {'I'CA I s) in addi tL::in to the 2.1 tbat

1·..:•,'tdJ

exist.

They are also asking for a lowering of Positive

,'<.i

C::>,,':.1<.::1.1 ►:cd

t,.'.,r

A:.ti;pace

to 10,000 feet east of the Mississippi and over· most Gt Cc1l!t.<,.1·r1.1.a,
3.

The third step will come in March when anothet Ni-'RM ,,,5. l.l be pc:,:c;t,:_,d ,.:,: i,.::h
would require encoding altimeters and transponcte :c:o let a Li l bt> T'i:<:~,A' '."
(making them

•rcA' s) .

As of 1982, all transponders ,,ould ha·1c

!:'..)

t)e

with new units capable of answering collision :r:ida! in airli.nec::,

rcp1.aced

1·b2

v,1::.-rst

part of this NPRM would, in the words of the r'AA:
of in-route radar service areas below 10,000 feet in certain tr aft;::: ,He?.ls
around the country.

They would function like •rRSA' s, "

WHAT •fHlS MEANS TO YOU

If the FAA is successful, you will either have to :install e:xpE':n.cLi \·e "''''"' eq1.1ipment

that will have to be replaced in a few years o:r: plan to ':f'."l ar0u.:,d Ln.Je c.:_;l,.mv·,s of

space in 230 ci.ties, and eventually, a number of airways that wLll c,nd:.>nbt;ed~i i.ncrec1se
as time goes by.

At the moment, use of TRSA's, or Stage l'l1..'s is 11cl· ..ct.2,;~y

will almost certainly change and become mandatory.

btit t:hat

In effect: the pL.m 1.<1ould ai.so give

FAA all the power they need to achieYe what now clearly appears to be U,.2 i 1~ g.::,al:

Total positive control of all

u.

S, airspace.

WHY 1'B°E EAA OBJEC'rS

The Experimental Aircraft P,ssociation, relying on the -expertJ.St'· of 1.,iJ.:_,t;:_,
who use our airspace on a regular basis, rejects the £<,AA proposal

becdt::S'c::

_)

l

1

t

will not eliminate the possibility of another San Diego crash, 2) it',3 sJ!ripJy
another government expansion program that's going to become astronomicctU 'j
expensive and inflationary, 3) it will not eliminate the fundamental need fur
pilots to see and be seen, 4) and it will not provide an ord2r·1y flow cf ,:,LJ.::
traffic into and out of busy airports.
Though the FAA states it seeks to enhance safety with its plan, 1:.he EAA
warns that in some ways it will actually increase danger.
President Paul H. Poberezny notes:

"I travel extensively on the aiJ::.lLnes

on EAA business, and frankly the FAA's plan frightens me.
the problem.

They're going in the opposite direction.

airspace from the user unnecessarily.

They are not addressing

They are taking more

EAA is a strong proponent of av1.ation

safety, but we are opposed to unnecessary restrictions when there are bettec
methods of providing safety without retarding the growth of aviation."
IN OTHER WORDS:
FAA's plan reportedly seeks to enhance safety by means of increasing the
amount of controlled airspace, which has the effect of inhibiting the growth
of aviation.
EAA offers an alternative plan v:hich goes further in promoting safet.y,
yet preserves a maximum of uncontrolled airspace and allows for avia t1on 91~owth,
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EAA HAS A BETTER PLAN

Briefly stated, the EAA suggests that FAA;
l.

Restructure the p:,;-esent Terminal Control Areas to climb/descent
corridors.

2.

Create "Reliever" airports in major citie1:1 with full facilities
for handling General Aviation and training flights.

3.

Develop alternate facilities for General Aviation activities
at hub airports.

4.

Revise FAA certification standards to significantly increase
airliner cockpit visibility,

5.

Preserve the "see and be seen" concept.

4A

WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOCJT IT?

WRITE!

If you are opposed, send i.n a personal response to the F'AA' ,3

of Proposed Rule Making that calJ.s fo.r the 44 new TCA' s and 1oweri.nq
controlled airspace to 10,000 feet.
Begin the letter this way:
l,

Federal Aviation Administr.·ation
Office of the Chief Counsel
Attention Rules Docker. ATC-•2:1
800 Independence Avenue, S. \\/.
Washington, D.c.
20591

Regarding:

NPRM Docket Number 18605

Notice Nurob2r 78-19
2,

Express your oppos.1Lion to the plan by explaining how 1.t wi.LJ 0:dfe::t ·:,,
offer your own suggescions for improvement.

, ,,.i

Or if you like, simply st~12

that you agree with EAA's obJE:ctions to the FAA plan, that you e_:ndur~e t.h2
EAA' s concepts and hop,~ .F'M w.111 l.isten to a complete explandt.J(JD.

J'l•c-:

important thing is:
NPRM,

3.

Then write a personal letter to your Congressional r~presentatives.
the NPRM and its numbers.

Ask for an explanation of the FAA prop,:_1sd"l

evidence of how it could have prevented the San Die90 crash.

'E,d

If it's dgreeable,

stress the fact that EAA has a .better plan, one that truly WJ.11 enhan,.;e ,-;afety
and provide more sensible c,ir traffic control.

Insist t.hat the EAA be I12i.dd out..

Use this address:

Honorable (Representative)
Hom::e ,.Jf f ice BuJ.lding
Wash~nJton, D.C.
20515
Honorable (Senator)
Senate Office Building
Washington, D,C. 20410

Please be advised that pet::i tioni, and vulgarity have no value.

4,

Take this form with you and encourage relatives and friends to write 2>..1::-;c.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?

Contact:
Experimental Aircraft Assoc1ati on Airspace Ike ,.oil Plan
P. 0. B-'.JX 229

Hales Corners, WI

53130

414-425-4860

5A

4910-13
Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration (14CFR Chapter 1)
Docket Number 18605
Notice Number 78-19
Proposed Controlled Visual :Flight: Rules Agency
Federal Aviation Administration
FAA-DOT
ACTION:

Notice of Provosed Rule Making

Summary: 'l'he FAA announces an extensive program deE.iyned to fJl'.()v:ide 1.r;c':·c·',sed
Air ·rraffic Control (A'l'C) separation protection for air carrier, commuter
airlines and general aviation passengers.
This program would include lowering the floor of the contintnta1 posit.ive
control areas (TCA) from 18,000 feet to 10,000 feet east ot the Miss'issippi
Riv~r and over. a portion of the state of California; and 12,SOO fGet. lfl(~St: :.Jf
the Mississippi River and over the remaining portion of Ca.li.iornta.
•rhis would require VFR pilots operating between this lowered floo:r and 18,000
feet to file flight plans, comply with ATC instructions and have the eqc1iprnent
now required for operation in a Group I TCA, including transponder.
When fully implemented the Controlled Visual Flight Pro':Jrain would make ATC
separation protection available to approximately 97% of schedule. air carrier
passengers and over 62% of commuter airline passengers enplaned in the
terminal airspace environment,. The same protection would also benefit general.
aviation passengers i.n this envin,nment.
Later actions will include proposals to raise the ceiling of 21 existin•J TCA' s
to the lowered TCA floor, and establish 44 new Group 11 ·rcA' s.
The current Group III rrcA concept would be deleted as unnecessary. Nonregulatory Terminal Rada.r Service Areas (TRSA) would also b•? established on
a high prio:rity basis at 80 addldonal airports.
Parachuting in the lowered TCA and in the underlying Terminal Co utrol A:r:1::as
would require A'I'C authorization.
'!'he present exclusion .for gliders would be
continued, but notification of ATC would be required.
The goal is the greatest possible increase in safety c:1t the lowest achiev.:ible
cost to all airspace users and particuarly the highest feasible level of
safety for passengers and public air transportation,

6A
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NEW TERMINAL RADAR SERVICE 'AREAS

Establishment of the 80 Terminal Radar Service Areas
in three phases:
as foll::iws:

( l'RSA • s) wil.1 be ctc•;omf) "- i. shed.

PHASE I
These 43 air carrier locations are prepared to go into a TRSA wi thoc:.t 1.:c1H,<':.d cate
additional resources.
Implement.at1.on will be completed by Decer;.ner L,1 :is;: .
San Diego, California
Waterloo, Iowa
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Islip, New York
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Jackson, Mississippi
Ashville, North Carolina
Billings, Montana
Fayetteville, N. Carolina
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Monroe, Louisiana
Corpus Christi, 'rexas
Monterey, California
Tallahassee, Florida
Great Falls, Montana

Fairbanks I Alaska
Allentown, .f'ennsylvania
H1.,nt.1ngton 1 West Virginia
Sioux City, Iowa
Bango.r, Maine
Lexington, Kentucky
Wilmington, North Carolina
Lincc,ln, Nebraska
St. 'l'homas, Virgin Islands
Lake Charles, Louisiana
Midland, Texas
Lubbock, Texas
Augusta, Georgia
Sioux Falls, Iowa

B1>1.e;,e, Ida.h~>

r::~·:.2, P£snn•,·;,J.. ,ci:d-_,,
Dtica, Ne,1; .n~:-~;

Spr1nJtLeld,

M:~~~ULl

Tr 1-c:1.t.,ec;, Mi ,;-:;_;;::',1.ppi.

Gree:r,

Mi!::::;L,::ilI/,,;•1

Oaida.nd, CaL,.r;,'1.:..•.~

Cu.1.f:J<rt, Lnn:
AmarJ.Lto, 1'eXct~·J...,ong1Jiew, 'l'excJ.::c:

<;r,,.:,

Bea.umonr:., Texc:, ,.:
Aust.1.n, Tex:,1B

Palm Sptings, California
Fargo, North □ dKuca

PHASE II
These 16 TRSA locations require more extensive personnel/equipment. ct:,:i,u-::r1on.
Implementation will be completed by August 1981,
Binghamton, New York
Reno, Nevada
Saginaw, Michigan
Portland, Maine
Midway, Illinois
Sarasota, Florida

Pat:cick--Henry, Virginia
Casper, Wyoming
Anchorage, Alaska
Lafayette, Louisiana
Rockford, Illinois

Baton J:zouqe,. Le-,..:\;; Ldna
DuluLh, M1nnesota
Harrisburg, Penn~Jlvctnia
Pueblo, Color~dD
Youngstown, ()hl.c,

PHASE III
lmp:i.ementation at these 21 locations w.1.ll occur th:r.ough 1983, concut .rent -,;1. th
acquisition of needed equipment/staffing.
Ten locations will requ.Lre D,_;U/1-'I,A
coordination, policy, and procedure::; development.
Hobby (Houston) , ·rexas
Santa Ana, California
Melbourne, Florida
Valdosta, Georgd.a
Evansville, Indiana
Love Field, Texas
Rapid City, Iowa

Fresno, California
Long Beach, California
My.rtie Beach, Florida
Hilo, Hawaii
Dayr.ona Beach, Florida
Dothan, Alabama
Grand Forks, Nebraska

Muskegon,
M.1chJ.gari
K1n:,ton, Nort.li Cc.uo.l.1na
Panama C 1 ty, F 1 1.) t id.a
Elmira, New iork
San Jose, Calit0rn1a
Minot, North Ddkuta
Abilene,

?l\-;x·3...?.
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NEW TERMINAL CONTROL AREAS
'.i'r.::.tm.i.nal Control Areas will be implemented at 44 locations beginning with
Tior,olulu, Hawaii, Phoenix and Tampa, which will have operational Group 11

'£CA' s by September 1979.
1.-11. th

The remaining 41 sites will get TCA' s in accordance

the following schedule:

!:HASE l
'I'hese J 6 locat1.ons are prepared to go into Group I I TCA without immediate
additional resources.
Implementation will be completed within 12 months aftex
na1:ional rulemaking.

Orlando. Florida
~urcland, Oregon
Gss Moines, Iowa
svokane, Washington

:,acramento, California
Rochester, New York
~jd_c(s•·'Jnville, ·Florida

Tulsa, Oklahoma
El Paso, Texas
Tucson, Arizona
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Diego, California
Albuquerque, New Mexico
San Antonio, Texas
Albany, New York

l'l:-JASE Il
------

.tmr.lt-1mentation will be completed at these 19 locations within 18 months
-.ifte1

national rulemaking.

'.3-3.n Juan, Puerto Rico

Fort Laude·rdale, Florida
Buffalo, New York

Balt1more, Maryland
Cincinnati, Ohio
Charlotte, North Carolina
Kahului, Hawaii
Nashv.i lle, Tennessee
Lc,uuwille, Kentucky
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Omaha, Nebraska
Windsor-Locks, Connecticut
Dulles, Virginia
Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Norfolk, Virg1.n.i.a
Syracuse, New York
Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina
Birmingham, Alabama

l:'Hl\SE 111

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Lthue, Hawati
ind.ta.napolis, Indiana

Anchorage, Alaska

West Palm Beach, Florida
Reno, Nevada

These w1.ll be implemented through 1983 concurrent with acquisition of
necessary ,equipment.

TEXT OF TELEGRAM FROM PAUL H-. POBEREZNY TO PRESIDENT CARTER

Decerr~er 29, 1978

President Jimrr~ Carter
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C.
Dear President Carter:
FAA Administrator Langhorne Bond announced on television recently that you
and Brock Adams had rev.i.ewed and approved the plan and financing that were
bei.ng proposed by, the FAA in response to the San Diego collision.
Tr,e Experimental Aircraft Association, which is the world's second largest
aviation association, representing the interests of general and sport aviation,
vehement.ly condemns the FAA plan and is extremely disappointed to learn of your
support of that plan.
We know that the FAA traditionally makes decisions based on political expedience,
that they ignore the opinions of the average people who use our aviation system,
and that they are insensitive to the rights of individuals. We strongly hope
that your own stated views on fighting inflation, wasteful government expansion,
and human rights are more sincere,
We fi:r:a. absolutely no positive value whatever in the proposal.
The Fresid~nt of the Airline Pilots Association, the President of the Professional
Air Traffic Controllers Organization and the leaders in the General and Sport
Aviatiou community all agree, as do we, that there is absolutely nothing in the
FA.A's p:ropcisal that could have prevented the San Diego crash.
The plan will not enhance safety, It will not eliminate the chance of human
error, I~ will not reduce the high number of near misses already reported in
Group I Terminal Control Areas. It will not eliminate the need to see and be
seen.
What the piar, will do is:

1.

Expand government activity and restriction in an irreversible direction;

2,

Escalate inflation;

3,

Require expensive electronic equipment which could cost the individual
as much as:
a.
b.

$2,500 in airplanes with electric systems
$7,000 in airplanes without electric systems;

4,

Produce extensive delays for aircraft departures, arrivals and fly-overs;

5.

Depress new pilot starts and training progran1s due to increased cost
and complexity;

6,

Discriminate against the majority of pilots and aircraft which use
the system.

Telegram to President carter
Page 2
AND MOST SIGNIFICANTLY: The plan is another ·step toward total governme,at
control of the sky; it is a flagrant violation of our rights to free
movement in the sky.
Buses do not have special privileges on the highways of this country, ferry boat ■
don't have a monopoly on our water system, and there is not justifiable rea•on
for singling out airlines for special consideration on the basis of face-saving
or in the name of safety when we can show it clearly won't work.
Administrator Bond has admitted that he and his agency were caught sleeping on
the job. He woke up and created a nightmare for all of us.
Perhaps it's time for a new infusion of people who are more capable of staying
alert and more sensitive to the complex problems of aviation.
We propose that Bond's proposal be rejected totally. Briefly, what's needed
is high altitude holding space and climb/descent corridors. That is the only
feasible concept which would allow the greatest control with available electronics
and which would have prevented the San Diego crash. We. further request the
creation of reliever airports with complete electronic systems in large muntciplJl ·
areas, as well as alternate general aviation facilities at hub airports.
·rhese ideas have been spelled out and requested by pilots, not politicians.
·,.rhose of us at. The Experimental Aircraft Association and the hundreds of thousands
of people in General Aviation are eager to know your reaction to this, and our
Association leaders would be most pleased to meet with you to present the pilots•
side of the story.
Sincerely,
Paul H. Poberezny, President
Experimental Aircraft Association
m

cc:

Brock Adams
Langhorne Bond
Senator Gaylord Nelson
Senator William Proxmire
Representative Clement Zablocki
EAA Officers and Directors
Air Museum Officers and Trustees
EAA Division Officers

HANGAR ECHOES
Editor

DICK CAVIN
10529 Somerton
Dallas, Texas 75229
214/351-4604

January 1979
It's always the
and so taking a
1978, it's been
vice by chapter

custom to look backwards at this time of year
backward look at Chapter 168's activities for
a year of accomplishments and dedicated serofficers and members.

Perhaps the best way to review would be to look at· it a month
at a time, so we'll start with January, 1978 when our new team
of officers began a brand new year.

JAN.

The first issue of our newsletter sported a brand new cover that
was an instant success. It was the first of JIM PATTERSON's
superb drawings and featured Jim's "Barracuda" project. He also
wrote a great story about it and we had a full page of photos to
showcase the camera artistry of BOB CLARK for the first time too.
We had stories on CHARLEY FREEMAN's RV-3, HAP BUCE's Stevens Akro,
HUGH GRAMMER's test hop of W.L.Brown's Spezio Tuholer, JIM RICE's
"Special", CHARLEY ZELLNER 1 s Taylor Mono, FRANCIS RICHARDSON's
Kl-61 "Tony", JOHN CROOK AND JOHN RUSSELL 1 s PL-4s, BUD JUDY's
Swick T, BOB COUNTS "Little Buddy", BOB GEREN's Howard, and JOHN
SNYDER's Starduster Too.
BILL BOEHLE, of Dallas Design, Inc., gave us a big helping hand by
printing our covers each month and by the end of January our 1978
officer team of PENRY, JACKSON, CUTLER and JOHNSON, had things
working smoothly.

FEB.

As February blew in it was evident that we were in the middle of
a bitter winter, but the wheelhouse crew was looking forward to
sunnier days for the Chapter through some of the plans they were
laying to cut costs. A yearly franchise fee of $55.00 was eliminated and also our postage cost was cut in half (by exceeding the
300 copies per month) and BILL BOEHLE got our paper for us at cost.
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That month we featured the Sonerai I Formula on our cover and
our photo page viewed MARV BROTT's nearly finished Sonerai I and
Marv's excellent story complemented it. JIM PATTERSON showed
his writing skill again by doing a fine article on LARRY GRIMM's
"Cavalier" project.
The "Quickie" design burst on the scene that month and we also
took a look at the STARCK AS-37 design in France and did an update on Kasper's latest wing experiments. We also took a look
at the new FOX JET and AMERICAN JET's new "Hustler". The 1st
Texas Varieze flew that month in Austin and BARTIE COYLE, BEN
DUARTE, and other local Varieze devotees were beginning to show
good progress.
MARCH

In March we were well on our way toward acquiring a set of Chapter
scales and we had added a lapel microphone to our P.A. System so
that the new rapidly growing chapter could better hear our programs.
Chapter membership was soaring and it was fast becoming standing
room only at our monthly chapter meetings. We had had 3 dynamic
and very informative programs and were lining up other excellent
ones for upcoming meetings. Plans were being made for our 15th
anniversary Fly-in and meeting in May at Airpark.
Our March coverplate was again drawn by JIM PATTERSON and featured
a Cassutt Sport Racer overheading a BD-4 and Swick T Craft at the
Chapter 168 hangar. Our "Plane of the Month" story was.ably authored by DORMAN HINCHLIFFE, as he recounted the story of his almost
completed Cassutt. SHARON SEATON wrote a fascinating story about
how she and husband, NORMAN, carried fold-up bicycles with them on
their XC jaunts.
We also ran a story on the GERMAN/DUTCH "Fan Liner" and had a
short discouse on the state of the art re use of auto-engines in
air-borne contraptions. Our foto page featured more of BOB CLARK's
camera talents, as he made a camera visit of Dorman's Cassutt. We
also took a look at the use of ducted fans, and made observations
of the inadequate inspection practices at Mills on Spruce.

APRIL

Our April cover of LARRY GRIMM's "Cavalier" in formation with
CHARLEY GRANT's Starduster I was another winner. The mailing was
the first under the P.O. Depto's cut rate permit price. DAVE
KERNODLE had located another scale and PETE OHLSON was chairing
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meetings of a committee to revise and update our By-Laws. JOE
CRAGIN, BLAKE DANIEL, and BILL LINN gave excellent professional
advice on aircraft engines at our April get-together. We also had
chapter participation at an Arlington SOUTHWEST REGIONAL meeting
with HQ personnel, as represented by RON SCOTT, BONNIE SOUCY, and
ISABEL WISKE.
A move was made to modernize our printing and improve readability
by the acquisition of an OFFSET PRESS and plate maker and CLARENCE
WAY ramrodded a task force to find one. BUD CALLEY's camera expertise recorded the BD-4 projects of HOWARD WALRATH and LARRY FUTCH
for our April foto page. We featured the BD-4 projects in April
and reported on JACK McDONALD's, GEORGE BARTON's and BILL STOKES',
in addition to the above. BOBBY OSBORN got in 58.Lyc. 160 hp.
engines and several chapter members took advantage of bargain
prices. Cessna had big trouble on their Skyhawk engines and BARON
VON GABBERT was super close to flying the Fokker D-VII. CHARLEY
PENRY's monthly page of technical information was another excellent
presentation, covering riveting techniques.
MAY

This was our big Fly-in month, honoring the 15th anniversary of
the Chapter's founding and Jim's cover plate was a depiction of
an 8 plane formation flight of early day local homebuilts. Our
foto page featured a collection of early day airplanes and chapter
members. We also reprinted a photocopy of our very first chapter
newsletter, as written and illustrated by our first chapter president, JACK BULLARD. Our newsletter contained thumbnail sketches
on all the original 15 charter members, followed by year-by-year
excerpts from chapter newsletters.
Our big meeting/fly-in was held May 20th and JACK BULLARD, our
1st president, made a special trip down from his present home in
Indiana for the affair. GORDON GABBERT celebrated the affair by
test hopping his Fokker that morning.
The fly-in almost got washed out that afternoon, but turned out
to be a huge success and was capped off by a barbeque, raffle,
and meeting that evening. The raffle and barbeque raised enough
money to buy our offset printing press. Our guest of honor for
the evening festivities was TONY BINGELIS, the highly respected
writer of the "Sport Plane Builder" column.
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We had a new Varieze come in from Austin and a new T-18 from
Wichita Falls, in spite of the threatening weather. We also
had a good turn out of local and chapter airplanes. JOHN RUSSELL
and JOHN CROOK set up a how-to-do-it display on the making of
metal parts for their PL-4s and some of the chapter people got
to make their first metal rib that day. MACK COBB held open
house down field at "T-18 City" and there was many an eyeball
laid on those 3 pretty T-18s.
JUNE

We were halfway through the year now and our June cover "star"
was Gordon Gabbert's Fokker D-7 about to cross the fence. Our
photo pages were pictured highlights of our May Fly-in by BUD
CALLEY and BOB CLARK. We also had father and son tailwind pictures
of MIKE MARRIN's and his late father's (Jim). We also had BILL
STOKES' BD-4 and NORM and SHARON SEATON showed off their Yankee
and its fold-away bicycles.
BOB ARDIS came up with the third scale that we needed, so our
Chapter tool crib was in first class shape.
As you might suspect, our June issue was mainly devoted to the
details of our May Fly-in. JIM YOUNG's Fly Baby was voted best
low wing and FRANK POPLAWSKI's Mooney Mite took the best restoration title, while JOHN SNYDER's Starduster Too nosed out GUY JOE
SMITH's "Too" for the best biplane title. We also printed GORDON
GABBERT's story of how his Fokker came about. We also made note of
the fine job CLARENCE and PEGGY WAY were doing as publishers of the
national newsletter for Ratz biplane builders. Chapt. 168's DAVE
KERNODLE was also receiving acclaim for writing the National PL-4
newsletter.

JULY

Here came our July issue with JIM PATTERSON's cover artistry
depicting a Varieze on a fly-by over the other airplanes at our
May Fly-in. It was Varieze time on our foto page, as BUD CALLEY
and BOB CLARK came up with more fine photography of BEN DUARTE
and "POP" POPLAWSKI's Varieze projects. Our chapter membership
broke the 200 mark in June and things were really looking up. Our
revised By-Laws were made a part of our July issue.
We featured Varieze stories by BEN DUARTE, BARTIE COYLE, FRANK
POPLAWSKI, PAUL DAGUE, and STU LARSON. CHUCK JORDAN's Breezy
project was the object of another good story in the July issue
also. We also ran a story of DON OWENS' test hop of his Varieze,
and RICK LINDSEY made his first flite in his all-metal CA-65.
Our treasurer, DICK JOHNSON, reported our treasury was in excellent
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shape and that we now owned an offset press, 3 scales, a borescope,
and various other tools, plus our previously used duplicator.
Oshkosh was almost on us by now and was the focal point of lots of
planning.
WADE MUMAW had ordered a Hiperbipe kit for fall delivery and had
just gotten back from Seattle with his plans and
happy grin.

a

AUG.

The day after we returned from OSH it was time to crank out our
monthly newsletter again, so the newsletter team went at it hammer
and tongs to make our deadline. With our tongues hanging out, we
made it.
The Cutler family fleet made our cover with an in-flite formation
view by the unbelievable JIM PATTERSON. BOB CUTLER's TWO hilarious
stories about their "Spirit of Poverty", the (PA-16) and the newly
acquired Swift, "In Hock, Too", were real knee slappers.
The rest of the August issue was a rehash of all the doing's at
Oshkosh and everyone was pointing ahead to the Kerrville Fly-in.

SEPT.

Our foto page had a couple of shots of the newlyweds, G.A. and IRENE
CLARDY's rampside wedding at Addison just before they departed for
an Oshkosh honeymoon in their T-18. We also had a page and a half
of very good shots of JOHN RUSSELL and JOHN CROOK's two PL-4A projects and their jigs and tooling. Our cover was keyed to the folding
wing PL-4A and the two "Johns" each came up with really great stories
of their projects, along with DAVE KERNODLE's discourse on his reasons
for choosing the PL-4A for his airplane. We also had 4 pages of
JOHN RUSSELL's detail drawings of his set ups that used a router to
profile his parts.
MARV BROTT took his Sonerai I to the airport for all the last minute details. We lost a good friend, JIM NARRIN. KEN LARSON started
Concorde school in France. TINER LAPSLEY was transferred to San
Juan. AL BACKSTROM and LEW NIXON were at work on a new ultralight. DAN DUDASH and his wife, STELLA, finally made it back to
Dallas in their immaculate T-18. KEN MORGAN bought an early day
Starduster Too to go with his T-18 project. RICK LINDSEY bought a
half finished T-18 to go with his now flying CA-65. We speculated
on a 2 eng quickie type and we told about Japanese long range
artillery, using balloons. DORMAN HINCHLIFFE had his Cassutt ready
to take out to Lancaster, too.
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OCT.

Here was October and Oshkosh and Kerrville were behind us. JIM
YOUNG's Fly Baby and KEITH WINSHIP's VP-1 were our cover stars
and the two types were the object of excellent stories by Jim
and Keith. MILTO~_SCOTT and TOM JACKSON told about their VP-ls
and JOE and MARTIN LINEX did a great story about their Fly Baby
and how they had just gotten Joe's 15 yr. old Fly Baby type
"Peregrine" back in the family. BILL STOKES gave a slide talk
about his visit to the Shuttleworth Collection in England and
JOHN RUSSEL's talk on photographic transfer of plans to metal
were highlights of our October program. He and JOHN CROOK also
gave a demonstration of metal formin~ techniques and then JOE
CRAGIN came on with a fine talk on trouble shooting on engines.
The 10 P.M. curfew got us on BELA AMBRUS' talk on engines, but
he promised to come back. TERRY McCLAIN finished a wind tunnel
model of Kasper's Vortex wing for UTA's tunnel. FRANCIS
RICHARDSON and I visited CHARLIE bORE's RV-3. LEA ABBOTT went
up to Long Island to bring a 1909 Curtiss Pusher replica home
on a trailer. CLARDY, BOB CUTLER, and I flew our airplanes up to
the Wichita Falls fly-in, along with JIM RUSHING, who won
another trophy for his Mustang II. "Scoop" Cutler reported
Kerrville for us, with Rushing and BOB GEREN bringing trophies
home. LEW SHAW wrote a superb report on the World Aerobatic
Championships in France and PEGGY CUTLER wrote stories on the
woman's viewpoint. MARVIN BROTT's Sonerai I took to the air
for the first time, flown by KEITH WINSHIP from Dallas North
Airport. Chapter officer nominations for 1979 were made at our
regular meeting. We held "Addison Homebuilders' Day" over on
the SW side of the airport and it was a hugh success. CHARLEY
PENR\1 s excellent and exacting work on chapter scales was
revealed as we weighed my T-18 and DAVE HARDIN's Pitts. We also
got to see WADE MUMAW's Hiperbipe fuselage, GORDON GABBERT's
Fokker, CULLY CALDWELL's Super Cub, RAY KIRKPATRICK's NA-64,
DALE BROOKS' Mustang II, BEN DUARTE's Varieze, BOB CUTLER's PA-16,
and FRANK HAILE's globe girdling Bonanza, with its huge tip tanks.
JOHN RUSSELL and JOHN CROOK also held their metal working demo
and I had a short T-18 school.
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NOV.

The cover on our November issue featured airplanes designed by
MR. C. G. TAYLOR, his latest Taylor "Bird" and the venerable
Taylorcraft,, again done with JIM PATTERSON's flair for perfection
and realism .. We had a story by MICK SWICK on how the Swick T
conversion of the T-Craft came about and how the concept was
refined and expanded to its present electrifying performance.
We also elaborated on the status of the Taylor Bird and reprinted an article on the Swick T that I'd written for "Sport
Aviation" several years ago. DON BROOKSHIER also wrote an article
about how he acquired his present T-Craft project that he's
gradually bringing back to factory new condition.
The year was fast drawing to a close and time to elect chapter
officers for the coming year and ol' PETE OHLSON M.C.'ed the
proceedings .. The elections were all cliff hangers, but the final
tallies showed our new crew for 1979 would be CHARLES PENRY,
President; CLARENCE WAY, Vice President; J. o. ODLE, Secretary;
and JOHN CROOK, Treasurer.
KEN LARSON got his Concorde rating at the end of 3 months of
intensive training in France and got home in time to make our
November meeting. After receiving chapter acclaim for his
accomplishment, Ken held an hour long Q and A session, that was
a howling success. The group hung on his every word and you
could have heard a pin drop most of the time.
(As a matter of
fact a pin WAS dropped and everyone heard it.)
Also that month two very dear friends, the Cutlers, surprised
me with a complimentary ride on the Goodyear Blimp. What was an
even greater thrill, I got to fly it! Of course, I had to write
about it.

DEC.

Our regular dinner meeting in December was again held at the
Willow Bend Polo and Hunt Club and about half of our 256 chapter
members and their wives got together for a very pleasant social
evening. Our guest of honor was DR. HOWARD WISENER, a former
airline pilot, who with Chapter member FRANK HAILE flew their
Bonanzas around the world in mid-summer. Howard recounted their
adventures on each leg of the flight and kept the audience spellbound. Howard told me later he enjoyed the evening as much as
we. did as our group was his "kind of people" - and that says a
mouthful! Maybe all of us have that same attitude toward the other
members of Chapter 168 and just maybe that's part of the reason
our chapter membership has skyrocketed in 1 78.
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DORMAN HINCHLIFFE flew his Cassutt near the year's end and HUGH
GRAMMER test hopped a Bakeng Double Duce over Arlington way.
Our December newsletter started out with a cover portrayal of
a Cessna C-145 "Airmaster", equipped with single bladed Everal
prop. It was "propeller month" in December and w~ printed 28
pages of technical and interesting information on many phases
of propellor design, fabrication, and performance figures, including stories on the Everel 1 bladed prop.
Thumbing back through the newsletter for the year, we always had
at least one page of technical info, which makes your newsletters
worth saving. Now that we have the ability to reproduce these
very valuable sheets of info with our offset press set up, your
bucks of dues is a real BARGAIN. Some of those sheets are
unobtainable from any other source. 'Course, if you're not a
"saver" how about bringing your newsletters (no matter how old)
to the regular meetings? Our Librarian will provide a box for
old newsletters, Trade-A-Plane, Aero magazines, etc. Also, if
you have extra books, manuals, or reports that you'd like to
donate, please see our Librarian.
I would especially like to commend our regular newsletter team of
JIM PATTERSON, CHARLIE PENRY, CLARENCE and PEGGY WAY, TOM JACKSON,
PEGGY and BOB CUTLER, DICK JOHNSON, BOB CLARK, BUD CALLEY, JIM and
PEGGY YOUNG, for the amount of dedicated effort they put out to
get Hangar Echoes to your mailbox, on time, each month.
CHARLEY PENRY has been our chief expediter, rushing photos downtown to BILL BOEHLE's "Dallas Design, Inc." to have photo page
plates made, ditto the covers, buying paper and ink, reminding me
to get my copy done in time, getting everyone together at CLARENCE
WAY's house for the printing, collating, stapling, addressing, etc.
and then bundling like zip codes together, and then getting it all
to the Post Office, to be weighed and billed.
JIM PATTERSON not only turned out 12 superb covers (several on
short notice), winning national recognition, but he also did the
cover for our Chapter Directory. He's also doing a cover for me
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for the T-18 Mutual Aid Society that I'm writing again. He also
took over his father's heavy machinery business a couple of months
back, still runs his architectural office, and somehow manages
to find a few minutes to work on his Barracuda project.
I can't say too much about the tremendous job that PEGGY and BOB
CUTLER have done all year long. Again you would have to describe
their devotion to chapter activities as DEDICATED. Several times
Peggy typed 25 to 30 pages in a half day, in order to have it
ready for printing that night. Then she and Bob would go over
to the WAY's that night to help i.n the printing. Bob has also
done yeoman duty as secretary. A truly first class pair of the
nicest people you'll ever meet.
TOM JACKSON, our V.P., was another hustler, coming up with some
great programs, getting handfuls of new members.
That hard working guy that's always at the little table· in the
back is our Treasurer, DICK JOHNSON. Impeccable records are the
hallmark of a well run chapter and Dick's handling of the office
of treasurer has been truly outstanding.
Our top flight Designee team of RICH GARDNER, FRANCIS RICHARDSON,
LOU RAINORE, AND CHARLES PENRY have provided builders with "eagle
eye" professional advice all year and are to be commended for the
free giving of their time and expertise. Their combined professional experience is in excess of 126 YEARS and we are indeed
grateful to have this sort of guidance offered to us on a no-cost
basis, simply because we BELONG to CHAPT. 168 and they have volunteered to check over your work in the interest of your safety. We
urge you to avail yourself of this service in the coming year, too.
Our official Chapter Photographers, BOB CLARK and BUD CALLEY, are
two others that are deserving of our gratitude and recognition. We
are not only appreciative of their expertise with the camera, but
also of the time and expense incurred in shooting project pictures.
I also happen to know they dipped into their own funds several times
for costs of developing, enlarging, and special printing techniques
(that are often required to "doctor" black and white negatives so
that they give "magazine" quality). Perhaps you didn't know, but
there is only ONE company in all the Metroplex that will still
process black and white film and it takes 6 or 7 days and isn't at
all cheap. Ask for 1-day service or "burn-in" treatment of negatives
and the cost goes straight up. BUD CALLEY now has his own darkroom
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set up in his new house and has graciously offered to handle
that end of the chore this coming year, thus saving the chapter
a considerable sum. DON BROOKSHIER has also contributed his
services in the reproduction and graphic arts department and
he and ERNIE LUDWICK will be doing more in that field this coming
year.
There have been a lot of other people that have put their shoulder
to the wheel: GARY HAMILTON, BILL PEARCE, BILL KRUEGER, DON
STOVALL, BOB GEREN, to mention a few that come to mind. I also
remember that JIM and PEGGY YOUNG are right there when there's
a job to be done, including some midnite oil typing when we had
a newletter to get out the next day.
All of this boils down to one simple fact: The success of the
chapter 168 this past year is not due to just one or two people.
IT'S BEEN A TEAM EFFORT ALL THE WAY. It's people giving of their
time, their efforts, to give back something of themselves to the
sport and organization that has given them so much pleasure.
After all, isn't that what EAA is all about?
This year in 1979 we're starting off in a heck of a lot better
shape than we did in '78 in so many ways, so with the help of
ALL of YOU the year ahead will be as rewarding as the past one.
We do have to send out an immediate "MAYDAY" in one department.
In the past years it sort of got to be the custom for the secretary
or his wife to type up our newsletter copy (since the so-called
editor doesn't type). Fortunately the wives have been excellent
typists all and when I say EXCELLENT that's exactly what I mean
(i.e. our retiring typist, PEGGY CUTLER, in all the pages she typed
this year there were not more than a couple of typo errors per
copy)!!
We've come to the point in time where we've run out of secretaries
with wives that type. Actually we could probably use a couple
or three girls to handle the monthly typing chore - or else, we're
going to have to get a new editor that can type his own copy, or
our newsletter's are going to take a big dive. The other alternative is. to HIRE someone to do the typing, and I hate to think
wliat that would do to our treasury. Or still another solution would
be to publish only every OTHER month, as some chapters do.
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I recently wrote that JAN WAHRER had volunteered to type our
newsletter for' the coming year. Due to the confusion of the
surroundings I misunderstood what she volunteered for. It
later turned out that Jan can type - a little - but she's not
a proficient typist, so we're right back in trouble and I hope
I didn't embarrass Jan in the process.
As a thought, could one of you guys type? Or how about your
WIFE? Or could you twist your SECRETARY's arm to volunteer for
a month's newsletter once in a while? Even once? Amigos, I mean
it. We're DESPERATE. At this writing we don't even know what
we're going to do about THIS newsletter, but out of a membership
of over 250 surely someone will come through.
We really have some A#l great programs lined up for our '79
meetings and the first one will be a 2 day visit by CHRIS HEINTZ,
the designer of the Zenith, and RED MORRISS, who recently
flew his Tri Z across Canada on a record breaking non-stop from
the Pacific to the Atlantic extremities of our northern·neighbor.
They will arrive in the Tri Zand will probably be available for
some demo rides for interested ones. They are bringing movies,
etc. as part of their presentation.
DAVE BLANTON, the Wichawk designer, will probably be here for
our February (or March) meeting to bring us the latest word on
the use of the converted Pinto engine in aircraft.
Wevll also be having BELA AMBRUS on a return visit, where he'll
cover the teardown, inspection, and overhaul of light aircraft
engines in great detail.
So that's a sample of what's in store for Chapter 168 members in
'79. I hope YOU will be in that group this year again, but if
you haven't sent in your chapter dues for '79 we'll regretfully
have to pull your name off our mailing list WITH THIS ISSUE. We
know everyone gets a little forgetful now and then and around this
time of year sometimes the Mastercharge bill gets pretty rough, but
fellers, it's been 3 MONTHS since we brought the subject up in
November - remember?
In past years we usually "carried" some of the tardy renewals for
a 3 month free ride on the newsletter before cutting them off.
Even then we had complaints that this practice was unfair to the
ones renewing on time. Well, anyway, this year the economic factor
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decided the issue for us. If we are to maintain our chapter
dues at the present $6.00 level we just gotta stop up all the
holes, so again, guys, get your check in NOW. At the very
latest, bring it to the meeting. Please don't forget to fill
out the RENEWAL FORM, too. We need it. If you're short, just
date your check a little later and we'll hold it •. Okay? Now,
let's go on to the news:
FRANCIS RICHARDSON and I have been trying to get out to LARRY
GRIMM's house to eyeball his "Cavalier" for several weeks and
we finally made it the Saturday before the Ice Age moved in.
As we walked into his super neat shop we were impressed with the
size of the airplane now that the wing is permanently attached.
It is now painted a basic white, which adds to its apparent size,
even tho' the rudder was off and there was nothing attached forward of the firewall. It pretty well fills the 2 car garage as
is and will take some very special shoe-horning on "dollies" to
wiggle it out in one piece. He's worked it out, so we believed
him.
We hadn't seen the structure prior to cover, but a great deal is
still open, so we got to take a good close look at his handiwork
in significant quantity and we simply couldn't find anything to
pick on. His thoroughness and craftmanship would have to be
described as "impeccable". We asked a lot of questions on items
not readily visible, or planned, and we again were impressed
with his grasp of the problems and his approach to solving them.
In our February issue JIM PATTERSON wrote a very complete report
on Larry's Cavalier and after I reviewed his article I couldn't add
or change any of his observations except the total hours expended
and, of course, the slightly increased total cost in the intervening year. As Jim said, Larry's record keeping is impressive.
It comes naturally as I found out that Larry is a graduate aeronautical engineer. He also worked summers in the Mooney factory
while going to school, so the practical side of his aero knowledge
hasn't been neglected.
Larry has a T hangar reserved at the new McKinney airport, available
on X date. An FBO is coming in "shortly" and erecting T hangars and
other facilities, according to city fathers. Larry hopes the
hangar will be there by the time his airplane is ready to make the
trip.
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We'll be back to Larry in a couple of months and get some pictures
and do a little update.
On the day of our December dinner meeting JIM YOUNG had a freight
truck pull up in front of his hangar and unload a gaggle of steel
tubes, some of which were lightly tack welded. He was still
walking 5 ft. high that evening. If we get a pretty sunny day in
late February, we'll have to get he and WADE MUMAW to set the
Hiperbipes up side by side for a little photo session.
The last time I saw Wade's 'bipe project was in late December and
it looked very close to being ready for cover. It wasn't, of
course. There are always dozens of little tabs to hold stringers,
inspection panels, etc. and these things are time wasters like
you wouldn't believe. A lot of thought has to be given to them,
for just blundering in and welding them on would severely distort
the structure. When heat is applied to a tube it moves around
like a snake, depending on where and how much heat is applied.
Several years ago I bought one of CHRIS HEINTZ's very first sets
of plans. This involves a little story you might be interested in.
About a year before, I had had an overpowering urge to design and
build an airplane that would use a lot of the new technology of
that time. It would have the option of either a fixed tricycle
gear, a fixed conventional gear, or later a retractable trike
gear. Using the latest STOL knowledge it would land at 50 - 25
mph. It would accept power plants of 100 - 180 hp. and perform
accordingly. It would seat two, side-by-side, would be all-metal,
would be cantilever low wing, and would use a stick instead of a
wheel. It would be designed for a sliding canopy, but have the
option of a fixed canopy and doors.
I started in by compiling statistics on all 2 placers, using every
reliable source. Where there were good side view photographs or
3 view drawings I could establish an accurate scale (with a known
chord size, etc.) and then by using dividers to pick off desired
items and a computer to convert divider numbers to actual numbers,
I could come up with practically any dimension on the entire airplane. I would then draw a 3 view of the entire airplane on graph
paper, with the ongoing benefit of being able to quickly determine
areas and dimensions. That made it relatively easy to determine
weights of components, too.
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In the meantime, I had been building up some test sections and
components (like ailerons) using the "Rigicel" foam for ribs and
3M/s EC2216 AB epoxy for bonding the ribs to the skin. The
reconnnended rib spacing was 4", with metal ribs used to close
the "box". The result was a very light structure of unbelievable
strength. Almost perfect laminar flow could be achieved, too.
I brought a test aileron to a meeting and had two men not only
walk on it, but actually jump on it, and it survived unscathed.
DICK SCHREDER had introduced this type of construction to us at
OSH that year and he was high in its praises for sailplane wing
construction.
Finally, when it seemed that the design should be frozen and
detailing begun I decided to take my figures and graphs out to
JOHN THORP and get his expert opinion before going any farther.
As luck would have it I was scheduled for a Los Angeles-Bermuda
non-stop (charter), so I deadheaded out a day early.
I explained my design goals and performance estimates to John,
control surface sizing, prelim stress and weight calculations,
etc. I left all my scribbling with him for his overnight study
and reconnnendations, but he surprised me when he called me at
the motel in about 30 minutes with the solution. When I asked
for his critique, his answer was, "Build a 10% larger T-18". The
answer floored me and I fretted about it all night.
When I went back the next day to pick up my papers, John explained
the logic (and simplicity) of his deductions. I couldn't summon
the slightest disagreement with any of his points, but inwardly
I was protesting, "But, John, I don't want to copy YOUR great
design. I wanted to create MY design". I stewed about it all the
way to Bermuda but I still couldn't argue with the dean of America's
aircraft designers.
A day or so later I got some "stats" on a new French design that
was on its way to a new home in Canada. The closer I looked at
this design the closer it matched my "Chandelle" specs. In a
couple of weeks I had located an address in Canada for M. (CHRIS)
HEINTZ and that plans in English were available.
In a short time I had an EXCELLENT set of plans for an obviously
well designed airplane. There was also an excellent book of instructions with it and a bill of materials. There was also a
performance manual, done very professionally. As might be expected,
there were a few mistakes in the English translation, but I remember
marveling at a man that could write that good in a foreign language.
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Going over his plans I realized that pursuing the Chandelle design
would be of doubtful worth and that I should just tell myself
that it was a heck of a lot of fun going this far with a new
design concept and outside of that forget it.
Later that year I met CHRIS HEINTZ at his first OSH trip and got
to fly the Zenith prototype with the 0-200 Cont. ·It was a fine
flying little airplane and Chris and I became fast friends. He has
one of those infectious grins and the warm gallic personality
that goes with it. It's always nice to see Chris each year at OSH
and visit with him a few moments. It will be nicer yet to have
time to have an unhurried visit with both CHRIS and RED MORRIS, who
was here last year, on the way to Chino.
Red let several of us fly that version of the Zenith and it wae a
most well behaved airplane.
In '76, at the OSH convention, Chris and his crew arrived with one
of their 45% pre-manufactured kits and announced that it would be
ready to fly in 2_ DAYS! They beat it by one day, using volunteer
labor, a very noteworthy achievement.
CHRIS and RED MORRIS will be at our meeting of the 23rd with a very
interesting program on the Zenith. It will be one of the most
outstanding programs of the coming year, so come early and get a
good seat.
I talked to MARK GRAHAM a few days ago and he said they had their
complete Zenith kit and were starting to put it together. I'm sure
Mark will be interested in flying Red's Tri Z while they're here,
too. I'm anxious to get out to Mark's ranch and see the kit, but
probably we won't make it before the meeting. Our two other
Zenith builders in 168 are BILL KOEPP and MIKE EILAND.
In a little different vein, I dropped over to HAP BUCE's hangar
the other day and ran into ol' ED BEABOUT, who was helping Hap
in getting the Stevens Akro in the air. Ed's getting the engine
hooked up now and will go to the cowling next.
SAM JOBE has decided to sell the Sonerai I project that he bought
from NORM SEATON. This little airplane could be finished in just
a few months, as.about all it needs to complete is to assemble one
wing. Getting "in gear" for that 2 or 3 months to complete has been
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a problem for Sam, just as it was with Norm. I think Sam said
he wanted $1,700.00 for it and I don't think you'd have to spend
any more money to finish it, so that's a bargain in any one's
book. Sam's address and phone number (in Allen) is in our Chapter
Directory - (and, of course, you saved yours, didn't you?)
TERRY McCLAIN has been getting in some work on the KR-2 the past
couple of weeks. They've been working on gear legs, made to fit
the 500 X 5 wheels he's using. Terry's using an INNER fiberglas
skin and a more secure method of attaching the foam to the spars.
Many engineers have strongly denounced some of the items in the
KR-1 and 2 wing as of VERY questionable integrity. Designers
are alert to the problem. Terry says the plans are full of
errors and omissions. He says there is no dimension anywhere to
show how far back of the leading edge the .spar is located and
big dimensional errors relating to chord size.
What makes a lot of people nervous is the speed at which the airplane
operates with the turbocharger (at altitude). When speeds get
up around 200 mph it's no time for structures to be marginal or
"iffy".
Terry sent his Revmaster engine back to the factory for installation of a starter and alternator, which is a little complicated
on that engine.
He also says that factories are as bad as homebuilders on guessing
how long it takes to complete. Usually the last 10% takes as long
as the 1st 90%. Kee-rect, Terry. That's why they call it the
"90-90" schedule.
BUD CALLEY got hold of a used set of T-18 plans a few months back,
so it seemed perfectly logical to start building a T-18. He has
started a "wide body" T-18 with fo:).ding wing and after a week or
so of work he's about ready to put some cleco's in it and see if
it looks like an airplane.
I've saved the most important subject until the last, because
this latest bit of sheer IDIOCY by the FAA COULD CONCEIVABLY PUT
AN END TO VFR (uncontrolled) FLYING IN THE U.S.! When I say FAA,
I'm speaking of the Air Traffic Control section. This power
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and money hungry group yeach year arrogantly bray that they should
CONTROL the movement of EVERY airplane in the U.S. at all times.
In order to even fly an airplane would be required to have an
approved (expensive) encoding altimeter and transponder! Of course
this would require several hundred new controllers, several hundred
million dollars in salaries and equipment.
This is nothing but a bureaucratic ripoff of airspace, money and
flight freedom. It is still another attempt to give new life to
a system that was antiquated 15 years ago.
Bear in mind that this fiasco will be trumpeted in the media as
the "solution" to a serious safety problem and that all they need
is some money, people - and authority.
To put it in a frame of familiarity, visualize cars being ASSIGNED
a certain spacing on the freeway - say a MILE apart for safety.
Now if the lead car slows to 30 mph all the rest have to drop back
to 30 mph also. And, of course, no new cars could enter the flow,
as the freeway is "saturated". Only one lane can be used of course.
The whole object would be to restrict the number of cars so that th~
buses and trucks wouldn't be menaced. Such a system would require
many new traffic cops, much money, and deprive many people of their
right to use a public facility.
Now the above isn't a perfect example or parallel, but it does
illustrate the basis of their so-called thinking.
I might point out that airline people protested this system long
ago as obsolete, incapable of handling the coming expansion,
hugely wasteful of time, money, and fuel and actually capable of
causing accidents by getting all the traffic DOWN LOW for extended
exposure (time wise) to low level traffic.
What IS needed are clear descent and climb corridors and independent AIRBORNE collision avoidance systems (C.A.A.). But, of course,
that would eliminate controller jobs. Such a thing is unthinkable - to cut down the size of an already over-swollen Federal
bureaucracy. Don't think for even one second that they won't fight
tooth and toe nail to preserve their kingdom. Even to the extent
of strikes of controllers in the name of "safety".
One fact has been known for years: If all aircraft had operating
transponders the scopes would be flooded with light and be
unusable! Now 15,000 to 18,000 airplanes are built EACH year.
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If the system breaks down NOW, WHERE will 150,000 to 180,000
new airplanes fly in 10 years from now?
There is a mountain of evidence against such a system, but "they"
will go all out to take advantage of the San Diego collision.
Making certain that people are ignorant of aviation matters are
spoon fed horror stories.
We've got 60 days to register our firm, aggressive opposition,
but IF ONLY 1% OR LESS OF GENERAL AVIATION AND SPORT AVIATION
PEOPLE RESPOND (like they did the last time) IT'S ALL OVER.
You can plan on flying your airplanes on the end of a string
from now on,,
Our regular meeting of the 23rd should really be classified as
an EMERGENCY meeting. It's important that ALL of .us are there.
We're reproducing the Headquarters letter on the subject in its
entirety and remember
this is only the NOSE of the camel
that will be in the tent with us if we let it!
I'll cut the switch for now, but PLEASE be there Tuesday the 23rd.

Dick
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SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT
9007 SAN BEN ITO

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:

214/327-4324

TELEl'HONE 214 288-6777

Just Call:
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635

M. J. KRUGER
817/533-2307
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 7 6660

CLARENCEJ.McDONALD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE

AIR LAW AND GENERAL LAW

1100 LAKESHORE OR.

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
EXPERl~ENTAL PROPELLERS.

MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149

R. W. MORT

~

REGISTERED CONSULTING ENGINEER

SEATON & SEATON
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION

ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE FOR
THE AIRCRAFT CUSTOM BUILDER
324 HILLVIEW DRIVE
HURST, TEXAS 76053

817-282-6940

ATTENTION: ANTIQUERS & HOMEBUILDERS

SHARON R. SEATON. CFI
NORMAN N. SEATON. CFI

214-270-3791

!!!

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
8·101 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

PAUL CAMP

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

IAIRPLANE KITSI

SUPPLIERS TO GENERAL AVIATION
CUSTOM/RESTORER AIRCRAFTSMEN

WEUIEI

GEM SUPPLY

WPPP

AN HARDWARE, FITTINGS, HOSE, TOOLS,
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
FAST DELIVERY ON NON -STOCK ITEMS
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TX. 75235

•

AllOAFT PLYWOOD

AIJtHA AYIAJION SUllfty Co.

PHONE 214-350-7066

~
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CHAPTER OFFICERS-1979
PRESIDENT

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

ADVISOR - 1977 PRESIDENT

SPECIAL EVENTS

Charles W. Penry (Charley)
42.38 S. Cresthaven Road
Dallas, TX 75209
214/.352-9955

R. K. Cavin (Dick)
10529 Somerton Drive
Dallas, TX 75229
214/.351-4604

James D. Young (Jim)
2716 Quail Ridge
Carrollton, TX 75006
214/242-9410

Jim Rushing
Route 1, Box 107
Allen, TX 75002
214/7 27-56.30
214/996-3898 (Bus.)

VICE PRESIDENT

CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

DESIGNEES.

Clarence R. Way
7119 Da lewood Lane
Dallas, TX 75214
214/827-2.357

Robert J. Clark (Bob)
.3828 Colgate
Dallas, TX 75225
214/.361-4150

Charley Penry
42.38 S. Cresthaven Road
Dallas, TX 7 5209
214/.352-9955

SECRETARY

PHOTOGRAPHER

TREASURER

GRAPHICS/ART -WRITER

John C. Crook
992.3 Grove Oaks Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75217
214/286-6618

Jim Patterson
3705 Normandy
Dallas, TX 75205
214/528-8307

LIBRARIAN

CHAPTER TOOL CUSTODIAN

Phil Seaman
.3843 Weeburn
Dallas, TX 75229
214/.352-5785

Robert J. Geren (Bob)
.3021 Stonehenge Lane
Carrollton, TX 7 5006
214/242-5911

MEMBERSHIP

Lou Rainone
505 N. W. 38th Street
Fort Worth, TX 76106
817 /626-6888

. Bud Calley
12927 Jennifer Place
Dallas, TX 75243
214/2.3 5-5.372

J. O. Odle
Route .3
McKinney,TX 75069
214/574-6715 (Bus.)

Bob Cutler
4405 Purdue
Dallas, TX 75225
214/.361-5651

Gary H. Hamilton
1917 Park Blvd.
Plano, TX 75074
214/424-4485

Francis Richardson
411.3 Victoria
Irving, TX 75062
214/252-7277
Dick Gardener
1.3 94 6 Janwood
Farmers Branch, TX
214/247-7973

Lewis D. Nixon
77 46 Alto Caro Drive
Dallas, TX 75248
214/239-6323
7 5234

SAFETY OFFICER
Keith Winship
2513 Landershire
Plano, TX 75023
214/596-0243
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